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Abstract
The settlement of the immigrants, especially foreign immigrants in different cities and city areas has a major
influence in shaping and changing socio-spatial structure of these areas. Mashhad has been the target of a large
number of Afghan refugees in the past decades (160 thousand people). The initial settlement of immigrants in
marginal areas of the city and residential mobility in the early settlement has obvious consequences on the social
and spatial structure of different areas targeted by the immigrants. This study aimed to analyze the factors
affecting the residential mobility of Afghan refugees residing in districts 4, 5 and 6 of Mashhad- Iran. The
research was a survey type and the required data were gathered by field studies using questionnaires and library.
The results of this study suggests that a major portion Afghan immigrant (86%) have been settled at the
beginning of their arrival to Mashhad in marginal areas and slums including, Golshahr, Panj-tan, Ghaleh
Sakhteman and Tollab. In the initial settlement of immigrants in the mentioned places factors such as proximity
to fellow coreligionists and affordable rental housing prices are crucial. In terms of residential mobility, 45.7% of
immigrant families have changed their location at least once in Mashhad. The highest residential mobility has
taken place in the Golshahr areas (28.1%) and Panj-tan (28.1%). Family residential mobility between regions
existed in smaller and restricted scale. The stated reasons and motives in relation to residential mobility of
immigrants are different in the later stages after primary residence. Generally the factors of insecurity and lack of
resources and utilities, improved financial condition and ability to buy a better house, ethnics and religion
inconsonance and the tenant conditions are among the reasons stated by the refugees for changing their
residence.
Keywords: Mashhad, Migration, Afghan immigrants, residential mobility, Intra urban mobility
1. Introduction
Nowadays residential mobility issue in different urban areas have been taken into consideration because of the
inevitable cause and effect relationship between the intra-urban migration and its socio-spatial structure
especially in the analysis of urban social geography (Shalyn & Cloud, 1993). The movement of the families from
a residential area to other neighborhoods in the city plays a major role in the formation or change of urban social
zones. Although migration shapes and changes social and demographic structure of the neighborhood, it is
conditioned by the social- special structure of the city (Knox & Pinch, 2014). Mobility patterns of immigrants
may be influenced by factors such as proximity to the workplace, duration of residence, employment status,
income, age, gender and family circumstances (Wu, 2006). Intra-urban movement of the families has obvious
consequences on the land market, housing and rent, new housing construction and renovation and repair of
existing housing, changes in the pattern of housing and residential density in different parts of the city and forms
and changes the social zones within cities.
In recent decades, several studies on the subject of intra-urban residential mobility and movement have been
conducted out of the country including: (Sinai, 2001; Ocucu, 2006) about the African cities (Wu, 2006), cities of
China (Karasko & Alenso, 2007) and about the city of Barcelona.
Despite the tremendous impact of residential movement on the social- spatial structure, the focus has been on the
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causes and consequences of international migration and urban –village in Iranian studies, however, the intra
urban mobility and the fact that why the foreign immigrants after moving to a town change their location is less
considered. However, in recent years, few studies have been conducted in this area, which include: Sajjadi (2008)
in relation to social and spatial causes and consequences of intra-urban migration in the old Tharanpars-Tehran,
Toulaei (2011) about the factors affecting the intra-urban migration in Tehran focusing on the sensing unequal
spatial circumstances, Pourahmad et al. (2011) on the role of quality of the residential environment in old intraurban migration in Khorramabad, Zanganeh and Samieepour (2012) on the issue of immigration and residential
mobility in Sabzevar and Safaeipour (2008) on the causes and social- spatial consequences of intra urban
migration of Ahwaz city.
There is no doubt that about those cities that have hosted a number of international migrants, particularly
Afghans in recent decades the investigation of the reasons and process of the residential mobility of immigrants
after primary residence in order to gain the rules and the factors affecting it are particularly important. The
presence and significant concentrations of Afghans in the borders of Mashhad such as Golshahr, Shahid Rajaei
residential area (Ghale Sakhteman) and Alteymour (Panj-tan) has significant impact on the price of urban land
and housing rent and social structure of these areas. So any urban planning regarding Mashhad borders requires
consideration of the attendance of the immigrants and their residential mobility and social- spatial consequences.
Therefore, this study investigates the process of immigrants’ movement after the primary residence and the
factors affecting it. The objective of this study is to examine the residential mobility process of the Afghan
refugees in Mashhad and the factors affecting it. In line with this objective, this study seeks to answer the
following questions:
1.

Where did the Afghans settled after the moving to Mashhad?

2.

How was their residential mobility after the first settlement?

3.

What kind of factors affected Afghans initial settlement and their later residential mobility?

In response to the above questions the following hypotheses have been proposed:
1. It seems that the bulk of Afghan refugees at the time of arrival settle in Golshahr, Panj-tan, Ghaleh Sakhteman
and Tollab.
2. It seems that the major residential mobility has taken place after the initial settlement of the immigrants
within the primary neighborhoods and outside residential mobility has taken place in limited domain.
3. It seems that, ethnicity, religion, and proximity to citizens, income and better access to facilities and utilities
are crucial in the initial settlement and later movements.
1.1 Theoretical Frameworks
Migration in the broad sense means “leaving the mainland and settlement in another land temporarily or
permanently” (Sheikhi, 1990) but in the strictest sense which is the most important type of movement of
population it means “The collective or individual movement of human being permanently without going back to
the origin” (Javan, 2011). In other words migration is a form of geographical or spatial mobility that takes place
between two geographical units that can be permanent or nearly permanent (Baikmohammadi & Mokhtari,
2003).
Inland or overseas migration has various effects on the origin and destination and results in the change of
lifestyle and thinking of the migrants; hence the immigration areas conditions are never the same as the situation
before the migration process (Shaterian, 2010). So according to the Portes theory which is presented as the sector
similarity of the migrants’ compatibility, the refugees compatibility depends on the human resources of the
family, family structure and the types of their participation in the larges society(Portes & Rumbaut, 2005).
Immigrants entering the city, especially foreign immigrants, their initial settlement and their later movements in
the process of adaptation to the target population affect the amount and direction of intra urban movements.
Residential mobility includes the movement of an urban resident of a residential unit to another unit or from one
district to another district of the city. The residential feature of a city or neighborhood is formed by localization
behavior or the individual or family decisions made by the families (Gbakeji & Rilwani, 2009). Obviously,
freedom of choice is a class function of the urban populations whose income exceeds a certain limit (Shalyn,
1972). However, political and cultural situations usually limit these choices because they form the reaction of the
urban population towards the environment, although in these reactions the cultures are also modified (Gagler &
Gibert, 1996).
The intra urban movement includes a wide range of movements created by individuals in different countries.
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Residentiaal movement can
c be volunttary or involuuntary. The moovement is soometimes forcced by destruc
ction,
damage orr dispossessionn of property but in most caases the peoplle and familiess move by theeir own freedo
om of
choice. Hoowever, the motivations of m
movement mayy be imposed by the outsidee. The main reeasons for the intra
urban movvement of the families
f
are as follows (Pacione, 2005).

Figure 11. Types and caauses of intra uurban movemeent
ations
The factorrs that motivatte families to relocate in thee city are affeected by their wishes, desirees and expecta
that are afffected by famiily condition, income, lifestyyle, neighborhhood and housiing status of thhe family (Rob
bson,
1975).
Changing patterns in ann urban area arre resulted by population grrowth, changess in income annd improveme
ent of
transport sservices; on thhe other handd the social annd demographhic conditions that result froom changes in
n the
housing have importantt effects on chhanges in empployment (Herrington, 1984)). Although em
mpirical studies of
urban housing representt the sensitivityy of migrationn against housiing market connditions, but thhe uniformity in all
urban houusing markets ensures that housing cannnot normally be a major oof pressure onn the Immigration
(Makawskki, 1975).
Social andd spatial proccesses are integrally conneected to each other. The innterconnectionn origins from
m the
existence oof sociologicall and spatial seense (Harvey, 1973). In addiition to the bioological and soocial characteristics
the econom
mic and politiccal structures aare effective inn the spatial sepparations withhin the city, in other words sp
patial
separationns are impresseed by complex combinationss among the thrree forces of eeconomics, pollitics and socio
ology
(Afrough, 1998).
The entrannce of several million refugees into neighhboring countrries, particularlly Iran originss from the multiple
repellent cconditions of the source couuntry such as thhe civil war annd the attractivve destinationss of the destination
including proximity, shhared religion and welcomiing refugees iin Iran (Jamshhidiha & Anbbari, 2004). These
T
refugees aare influencedd by the destinnation societyy in the proceess of adaptattion to the soccial and economic
conditionss. Academic acchievements annd job skills of the second ggeneration of A
Afghan refugeees in Iran faciliitates
their comppatibility with the host socieety has inspireed marriage annd behaviors ddifferent from tthe first generration
(Abbasi-Shhavazi et al., 2012).
2
1.2 Scope of Research
Mashhad aas the first reliigious metropoolis in the worlld and the secoond metropolis of Iran has bbeen the destination
for high ppercentage of Afghan refuggees. Accordinng to the censsus of populattion and houssing in 2006 about
a
135,013 A
Afghans have been
b
residing in the city 511.1% of whichh were male ((69,014 peoplee) and 48.9% were
female (655,999 people) (Statistics
(
centter of Iran). Affghan migrantss have been seettled in the Noorth East of the
e city
(districts 44, 5 and 6th) too the southwesst of Mashhad (districts 1 annd 8). Generallly by moving toward the easst the
populationn density of thiis group is redduced (Marsouusi & Saebi, 20009). More thaan 70% of the A
Afghan refuge
ees in
Mashhad rreside in distrricts 4, 5 and 6. These distrricts are consiidered among the marginal and disadvanttaged
areas in M
Mashhad and haave regions thaat have taken ddifferent figurees from other aareas of Mashhhad by the pressence
of Afghann refugees in thhe form of reliigious and ethnnic ghettos. A
According to thhe research carrried out in relation
to the stability of Mashhhad this area off the city is am
mong the most uunstable regionns of Mashhadd.
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Figuure 2. Locationn of the study area within thiirteen districts of Mashhad
2. Method
d and Materiaals
The researrch method off this study waas the survey ttype and the fi
field data weree collected by questionnairess and
library. Thhe research poopulation incluudes the Afghan refugees living in Mashhhad especiallyy in marginal areas
such as G
Golshahr, Ghalleh Sakhtemann and Panj-Taan. Considerinng the fact thaat the heads oof household has
h a
decisive roole in the residdential mobilitty of families the unit of annalysis is the hhousehold headd. The sample
e size
was determ
mined accordinng to the Cochhran formula aas 389 subjectss. About 194 qquestionnaires were distributed in
district 4 (Panj-Tan), 1335 questionnaiires were distrributed in disttrict 5 (Golshaahr) and 60 qquestionnaires were
mation
distributedd in district 6 (Ghaleh Sakhhteman) basedd on the perceentage of the rresiding popullation. Inform
collected tthrough this method was anaalyzed using staatistical analyssis SPSS progrram.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Descrip
iptive Findingss
Since the head of the faamily plays a m
major role in location and rresidential mobbility of Afghhan refugees in
n this
study the respondents were
w
selected among the hheads of the fa
families. Here we discuss thhe most impo
ortant
individual, social and economic featurres of the sampples.
Among thee total of 389 respondents34
r
48 (89.5%) were male and 411 (10.5%) werre female headds of the household.
In terms oof income grooups, 31.2% oof households had incomes of less than 400 thousandd toman, 43.4%
% of
householdds had incomess between 4000-700 toman aand 18.2% hadd incomes up to 1 million ttoman and 5.4
4 had
higher incoomes.
In terms of house ownerrship 33.1% off the householdds were the hoomeowners, 511.1 of the housses were rented
d, 9.3
were livingg in their parenntal home and 6.2% were setttled in other ttypes of residennts such as chaarity houses.
The literaccy and education level if the respondents w
were low as 188.5% were illiteerate, 32.9 hadd primary scho
ool or
Quranic deegree, 2.9% haad the bacheloor’s or associaate’s degree annd 1.6% had thhe master’s or PHD degree. Also
8.9 had sem
minary degreees.
In terms of ethnicity andd religion 67.1% of the respoondants were ffrom Hazaras eethnic group aand Shia, 10% were
Tajik, 7.233% were Pashhtuns, 0.51% w
were Uzbeks aand 15% were from other etthnic groups ssuch as Baloch
h and
Sadat. Gennerally 85% were
w Shia and 15% were Sunnni (Table 1).
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Table 1. Number and percentage frequency distribution of ethnicities and religions of the respondents
Religion
Ethnicity

Shia

The frequency and
percentage of the ethnic
groups

Sunni

Frequency

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Hazara

260

79

0

0

260

67.18

Tajik

21

6.38

18

31

39

10.07

Pashtun

1

0.3

27

46.55

28

7.23

Uzbek

0

0

2

3.45

2

0.51

Other

47

14.28

11

18.96

58

15

Total

329

100

58

100

387

100

The frequency and percentage of
the religious groups
religion

Frequency

Percentage

Shia

329

85

Sunni

58

15

387

100

The 70s 80s and 90s with 25.4%, 36.5% and 23.9% represent the decades with most Afghan refugees entering
Mashhad.
3.2 Hypothesis Testing
According to the first hypothesis, the bulk of Afghan refugees were settled in Golshahr, Panj-tanm Ghale
Sakhteman and Tollab on their arrival. The results obtained by the questionnaire data show that among the total
389 respondents, 323 (86%) were settled in district 4 in the time of arrival. Among these samples 139 households
(35.7%) were settled in Golshahr, 104 households (26.7%) were settled in Panj-tan, 61 households (15.7%) were
settled in Shakhteman and 19 households (4.9%) were settled in Tollab. These results confirm the first
hypothesis.

Figure 3. Frequency of early settlement of Afghan refugees in Mashhad
According to the third hypothesis residential mobility took place after initial settlement in the early
neighborhoods and residential mobility taken place outside the districts is within limited domain. In order to test
the hypothesis 4 districts were selected among the areas under investigation and the mobility from one
neighborhood to another was studied.
The results of distribution frequency of families indicate that among the total 389 respondents show that about
176 families (45.7%) have changed their location in the city of Mashhad at least once. The highest residential
movements have taken place in Golshahr and Panj-Tan. So that 28.1% of the respondents were moved within the
areas. After these two areas 9.2% of the intra urban movements have taken place in Sakhteman and 2.4% of the
intra urban movements have taken place in Tollab. These values indicate that intra urban movements are more
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prior to thee refuges becaause they are m
more convergennt in terms of eethnicity, religion and incom
me.
Family ressidential mobiility has been less current bbetween the diistricts. In thiss case the highhest movemen
nts of
12.1% havve taken placee from Golshhahr to Panj-T
Tan. 5.8% of tthe families hhave moved fr
from Sakhtema
an to
Panj-Tan; 4% of the fam
milies have mooved from Sakkhteman to Goolshahr, 3.1% oof the familiess have moved from
Tollab to G
Golshahr and 1.2%
1
of the fam
milies have mooved from Pannj-Tan to Sakhtteman(Figure 33).

Figuure 4. Distributtion of responddents' residentiial mobility beetween regionss and within neeighborhoods
The imporrtant point in relation to thhe domain off the residentiial mobility of immigrants responding to
o the
question: IIf you could buuy a house anyywhere in Masshhad, which aarea would youu settle in? Waas that 56.6% of
o the
respondennts selected on of the four diistricts under ddiscussion i.e. Golshahr, Pannj-tan, Shakhteeman and Tollab as
their ideall neighborhoodd? Also 15% of the familiees selected thee neighborhoood near and arround their cu
urrent
location suuch as Shohadda, Tabarsi, Mooghaddam, Daarya and Imam
m Reza streets. Only 12.5% of the respond
dents
chose the aaffluent and exxpensive areass of Mashhad ssuch as Ahmeddabad, Sajad B
Boulevard, Hashemite and Mellat
M
Park. Thiss indicates thatt the domain of residential m
mobility is limited even as their ideal life annd does not ex
xceed
their curreent and nearby location.
Accordingg to the inform
mation of Fig (33) and above m
mentioned dataa it can be conncluded that thhe major reside
ential
movementt of the immiigrants after thhe initial settllement is withhin primary aareas and the outside reside
ential
mobility iss restricted to limited
l
domainn that confirmss the second hyypothesis.
The third research hypoothesis indicatees that it seem
ms that, ethniciity, religion, annd proximity tto citizens, inc
come
and better access to facillities and utilitties are crucial in the initial ssettlement and later movemeents.
The resultts regarding thhe reasons forr the early setttlement in Maashhad and rellocation of theem after the initial
settlementt are summarizzed in the folloowing table.
Table 2. R
Reasons for early settlement oof the refugee and their later movement aftter the initial settlement
The reasonns and motivess of the early ssettlement

The reaasons of relocaation after the initial settleme
ent

reasons annd motives

reasonss and motives

Percennt

Perrcent

-The laack of facilitiess and utilities
-Proximityy to the felllow ethnical and
religious ggroups
-Low rentaal or housing prices
p
- Better acccess to facilities and utilitiess
- Proximityy to the workpplace
-Other reasons

27.4

63.6

-Improoved financial condition andd ability
to buy a better housee

15

- Lack of cultural andd ethnic conformity

15.6

8.2

- Invvoluntary
conditiions

6.9

- Loss of income

8.1

6.3

-Changge of workplacce

7.5

reloocation

-Marriaage and familyy
66

and

tenant

17.5
15.3
8.6
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The information extracted from the questionnaires indicates that 241 respondents (63.6%) have considered the
ethnicity and religion factors important in the initial settlement. Factors such as low rental or housing prices
(15%), access to better facilities and utilities (8.2%) and Proximity to the workplace have been considered
important in selecting the initial residence. About 44% of the respondents mentioned their reason of migration to
Mashhad as the closeness to Imam Reza Shrine that indicates their religious interests in choosing their city of
residence after migration from Afghanistan.
The above mentioned reasons and motives in relation to intra urban mobility after the initial settlement were
somewhat different from the primary residence reasons. The data indicated in Table (2) show that the factors of
insecurity and lack of facilities and utilities (27.4 percent), improved financial condition and ability to buy a
better house (17.5%), lack of cultural and ethnic conformity (15.6%), the tenant conditions (15.3%), loss of
income (8.6%) and marriage and family (7.5%) were among the reasons of intra urban movement. The
information of Table (2) and the above mentioned facts confirm the third hypothesis.
Also the obtained results of the residential movement of the refugees after the initial settlement indicated that the
highest movement has happened inside the districts rather than among the districts. For example, the majority of
Golshahr population who are Shia Hazaras has never had any movement to Sakhteman neighborhood with Sunni
Pashtuns. The results of the chi-square test between the ethnicity and the movements between the districts
indicate that there is a significant correlation between the two variables; so that all 11 families who moved from
Sakhteman to Golshahr were Shia that had conformity with all immigrants living in Golshahr. So the second
hypothesis is confirmed.
4. Conclusion
The entrance of the immigrants, especially foreign immigrants to the cities and their initial settlement has a
significant impact in shaping the social zones and marginal districts in cities. The immigrants through living in
the new environment and the social interaction with the host society, obtaining employment skills, education and
improving the financial situation try to move into other neighborhoods in the destination city and these intra
urban movements have social- economic and physical consequences in the face of the origin and destination
neighborhoods. Therefore, for any urben planning in order to organize city spaces the reasons and process of
intra urban movement of the immigrant families must be analyzed. This study aimed to analyze the factors
affecting the residential mobility of Afghan refugees residing in districts 4, 5 and 6 of Mashhad- Iran. The results
of this study suggests that a major portion Afghan immigrant (86%) have been settled at the beginning of their
arrival to Mashhad in marginal areas and slums including, Golshahr (35.7%), Panj-tan (26.7%), Ghaleh
Sakhteman (15.7%) and Tollab (4.9%). In the initial settlement of these immigrants in the mentioned places
factors such as proximity to fellow coreligionists and affordable rental housing prices are crucial and 85% of the
refugees were Shia and most of them (67%) were Hazara based on their ethnicity. In terms of residential mobility,
45.7% of immigrant families have changed their location at least once in Mashhad. The highest residential
mobility has taken place in the Golshahr areas (28.1%) and Panj-tan (28.1%) which indicates that the intra urban
movements are more prior to the refuges because they are more convergent in terms of ethnicity, religion and
income. The intra urban movement of families between the districts was restricted to limited domain. The
domain of residential mobility is limited even as their ideal life and does not exceed their current and nearby
location. This indicates that the knowledge or expectations of the immigrants was low and they did not have
enough information about the quality of life in other city neighborhoods. The stated reasons and motives in
relation to residential mobility of immigrants are different in the later stages after primary residence. Generally
the factors of insecurity and lack of resources and utilities (27.4%), improved financial condition and ability to
buy a better house (17.5), ethnics and religion inconsonance (15.6%) and the tenant conditions (15.3) are among
the reasons stated by the refugees for changing their residence.
The differences in the reasons and motivations for the choice of initial settlement and later intra urban mobility
can be justified that these foreign immigrants in the beginning of their arrival are less knowledgeable about the
destination and need the guidance of their fellow friends and citizens for initial settlement especially if the
language is different from their host society. Since the majority of Afghan refugees arrived in the city of
Mashhad have lower financial circumstances the cost of rental housing is also very important. Another point is
that foreign immigrants have to move from their original country due to emergency situations such as wars and
riots and they do not have the condition and opportunity to consider other factors related to the quality of the
hosing in the destination and their main purpose is to find a shelter with minimal facilities. But in the subsequent
movements they consider more factors as they become more knowledgeable about other neighborhoods and have
a better financial circumstances the most important of which is better facilities and utilities. Portes theory is
presented as the sector similarity of the migrants’ compatibility. According to this theory the second-generation
67
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enjoy high education and job skills and their adaptation rate depends on the human resources of the family,
family structure and the types of their participation in the larges society (Portes & Rumbaut, 2005). The second
generation of the immigrants form a special population the experiences and aspirations of which are different
from their parents and their counterparts in Afghanistan while they are not homogenous. Academic achievements
and job skills of the second generation of Afghan refugees in Iran facilitates their compatibility with the host
society and has inspired marriage and behaviors different from the first generation (Abbasi-Shavazi et al; 2012).
5. Recommendations
Since the presence of Afghan refugees in the borders of Mashhad and their later Intra-urban movement of the
families has obvious consequences on social and spatial structure of the immigrants’ neighborhoods including
the land market, housing and rent, the change population density, sustainability of ethnic and religious
boundaries in these areas and has intensified the marginalization in Mashhad, in order to organize and control the
intra urban movement of the refugees and the social-spatial consequences the following recommendations are
provided:

When organizing the city margins the longstanding presence of Afghan refugees in the region should be
considered.

Encouraging the participation and training of Afghan refugees in activities related to urban issues by entities
related to immigrants’ issues and Mashhad Municipality.

Given that the problems of Afghan refugees had macro and multiple dimensions and their resolution is
beyond the decisions of one institute, the related entities (Aliens and Foreign Immigrants Affairs in the city of
Mashhad) and the organizations responsible for urban issues (Mashhad Municipality, City Council) must work
together and be consistent.
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